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A roller coaster of a year
For Pakistan 2018 was a tumultuous year –
a year of great political and economic
changes. It was also an election year which
saw Pakistan shifting gear to the Naya Pakistan of Imran Khan whose party, the PTI
commenced its five-year tenure by winning a
majority of seats in the National Assembly
and Punjab and KP.
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Premature confrontation
Confrontation between the Sindh government of
the Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP) and the federal
government has intensified after a Joint Investigation Team (JIT) submitted its report on fake bank
accounts in the Supreme Court of Pakistan.
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Loans

CPEC mystery
deepens
Husnain Shahid

Concerns about the actual outlay, debt and interest payment on the
China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) have deepened after Pakistan provided shocking details to the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
during talks regarding a loan. Voices are also growing to make the details
public to ensure transparency in the multi-billion dollar project, which is
being seen as a “game-changer” in Pakistan.
According to statistics of the Ministry of Planning and Development,
Pakistan will have to pay China $39.8b on $26.5b CPEC investments in
20 years. It means Pakistan, on average, will return $2 billion per annum
to China. It also suggests that unlike the claims of $50 billion to $62 billion
CPEC investment, the actual investment is likely to remain half of the initially announced investment figures. Out of $39.83 billion, debt repay-
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ments of energy and infrastructure projects amount to $28.43 billion. The
rest of $11.4 billion will be paid in shape of dividends to the investors, official estimates say. The figures are significantly lower than the projections made by some private institutions, primarily because the outflows
have been worked out on the basis of only $26.5 billion investment, a
media report said.
The only major project that can materialise in the next few years is
the $8.2 billion Mainline-I Project of the Pakistan Railways. The mainline
project cost has not been included in the estimates. The Ministry of Finance has also shared the estimates with the IMF. These are the first
comprehensive estimates of inflows that are based on projects and the
outflows have been estimated on account of debt servicing of energy and
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infrastructure projects and dividend payments of power plants. The
CPEC portfolio currently comprises energy projects, being setup by private investors, and infrastructure schemes undertaken by the government. The government loans of $5.9 billion have been signed at an
interest rate, ranging from 2pc to 5.2pc. Three government loans of $774
million have been obtained at a 5.2c rate. According to the Ministry of
Planning and Development, CPEC inflows of the existing under implementation projects will dry in 2022-23, when the country will receive
$26.5 billion. On the basis of the inflows, Pakistani authorities have estimated that the country will return $39.83 billion to Chinese firms.
The official statistics show CPEC inflows on account of 18 energy
projects and five infrastructure projects that began in 2014-15 would end
in 2022-23. By the last fiscal year, Pakistan has already received $11 billion inflows. For the current fiscal year, CPEC inflows have been estimated at $4.2 billion –which is the peak of the inflows. During the next
four years, the inflows will be $4 billion, $3.73 billion, $2.53 billion and
$1 billion. CPEC energy projects outflows have already begun from the
current fiscal year that will continue till 2037-38. On $2.4 billion Chinese
investment in the Kohala hydropower project, Pakistan will return $2.3
billion in loans and another $2 billion in dividends. It will get $1.7 billion
Chinese loan for the Karot hydropower project and pay back $2.1 billion
in loan and another $700 million in dividends in 20 years. Against $1.7
billion Chinese investment in the Suki Kinari power project, the country
will return $2.1 billion in loan and $1.94 billion in dividends. The Port
Qasim hydropower project, established at a cost of $2.1 billion, will repay
$2.1 billion and another $1.73 billion in dividends. The Sahiwal power
plant, set up with $1.8 billion, will repay $2.14 billion in debt and $1.37
billion in dividends. Against an investment of $2 billion in the Hubco
power plant, Pakistan will pay $1.8 billion in loan and another $1.5 billion
in dividends. The Engro power generation project, being set up with $1.1
billion investment, will pay $770 million in loan and $407 million in dividends. The $435 million Gwadar power project will have to pay $368 million in debt and $417 million in dividends. On the $1.64 billion Thar
electricity power plant, Pakistan will return $1.64 billion in loan and $749
million in dividends. Besides, five clean energy projects are being set up
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at a cost of $1.1 billion and their debt and dividend payments are far
higher than the cost.
On five infrastructure projects, Pakistan will return $7.5 billion to the
Chinese government over a period of 20 years against a loan of $5.9 billion. Against a loan of $1.3 billion for the Karakoram Highway phase-II
project, Pakistan will pay back $1.63 billion. It includes $164.4 million
debt at 5.2pc. The country will return $3.6 billion to China in 20 years for
$2.8 billion loan for the Sukkur-Multan motorway. The loan also has an
expensive component of $361.2 million, at a rate of 5.2pc. For the Orange Line Metro Train project, the country received $1.6 billion loan including $203.3 million at the 5.2pc interest rate. It will return nearly $2
billion loan over a period of 20 years.
After the report was published, China said the figures and estimates
were misleading. The Chinese embassy in Islamabad also released a
list of 22 “early harvest projects” in Pakistan totalling US$18.9 billion that
have already been completed or are under construction. “Other debt was
not owed by the government but was from private deals. The Chinese
companies and their partners invested US$12.8 billion in energy projects
in Pakistan, along with nearly US$10 billion raised from commercial
banks,” the embassy said in a statement. Adding to the confusion, Pakistan’s Planning and Development Ministry also said the US$40 billion
estimate was wrong, as the government owed US$6 billion to China in
low-interest loans and grants for infrastructure projects spread over a repayment period of 20 to 25 years.
Experts say the confusion about the CPEC has compounded after the
report and its rebuttal by China. The IMF and the United States have already expressed concerns over the project. If Pakistan’s three-year programme with the IMF begins from the fiscal year 2019-20, the country
will repay $4.2 billion to China during the period on account of debt and
dividends. In the next fiscal year, Pakistan will return $1 billion to China
that would reach $1.9 billion during the last year of the IMF programme.
The CPEC repayment will peak to $3.23 billion in 2025-26, and from that
year it will start reducing and end at $306 million in 2037-38. Despite the
confusion, it is clear that Pakistan will have to curtail its expenditure and
increase exports significantly to repay the loans.
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2018

A roller coaster
of a year
Nasim Ahmed

.For Pakistan 2018 was a tumultuous year – a year of great political
and economic changes. It was also an election year which saw Pakistan shifting gear to the Naya Pakistan of Imran Khan whose party,
the PTI commenced its five-year tenure by winning a majority of seats
in the National Assembly and Punjab and KP.
With the third general elections held successfully in a row, the
year marked the consolidation of the democratic system amidst shifting political loyalties and widespread allegations of foul play. But
there were also momentous developments taking place outside the
corridors of power. Social media, especially Facebook and Twitter,
took hold of the public mind as never before. What is now universally
known as citizen journalism tilted the balance of power in favour of
the masses as compared to the conventional media controlled by the
powerful and the rich.
For Pakistan, the biggest news of the year was Imran Khan becoming the prime minister of Pakistan – a goal he had pursued single-mindedly for the last 22 years. His victory was a victory for the
youth of Pakistan. For, it was the young, first-time voters whose support catapulted Imran Khan to power.
As his star soared to new heights, the outgoing year saw former
prime minister Nawaz Sharif and his family members face trials in
three corruption references filed against them by the National Accountability Bureau (NAB) under the orders of the Supreme Court of
Pakistan.
The case made international headlines. On July 6, Accountability
Judge Mohammad Bashir sentenced Nawaz Sharif to 10 years in
prison, handing his daughter Maryam and son-in-law retired Captain
Mohammad Safdar seven and one years in jail, respectively, in the
Avenfield properties reference. But, two months later, they were released on parole for five days to attend the funeral of Kulsoom Nawaz
who had, in the meantime, passed away in London. Two days after
they were shifted back to Adiala Jail at the end of their parole period,
the Islamabad High Court suspended the sentences given to Nawaz,
Maryam and Safdar, releasing them on bail. Towards the end of the
outgoing year, Nawaz was found guilty once more by an accountability court and sentenced to seven years in prison, and fined Rs1.5
billion and US $25 million in the Al-Azizia Steel Mills corruption reference.
The apex court overturning the death sentence of Aasia Bibi, a
Christian woman convicted on a blasphemy charge, was another
landmark event of the year. The release of Aasia Bibi touched off
countrywide protests by religious parties led by the Tehreek-i-Labbaik
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Pakistan, whose workers blocked roads and paralysed life across
the country. The government played it cool and, two weeks later,
swooped down on the law breakers and arrested TLP chief Khadim
Hussain Rizvi under sedition and terrorism charges.
The year 2018 was remarkable for the relentless efforts made by
the Supreme Court, led by Chief Justice Saqib Nisar, for the fundamental rights of the people. The biggest issue the chief justice took
up was that of combating water scarcity. To this end, he announced
the creation of a special fund for donations for the construction of Diamer-Bhasha and Mohmand dams. To date, more than Rs9 billion
have been collected through domestic and foreign contributions. Bottled water companies also came under the scrutiny of the top court
for alleged exploitation of water resources and consumers. The chief
justice ordered an audit of all mineral water companies and asked
them to pay Rs1 per litre for use of ground water. He also forbade
them from passing the charges on to consumers. The chief justice
also took interest in the state of public hospitals and the availability
of quality healthcare only to those who could afford to pay a premium.
Although terrorist networks have largely been decimated, militants
continued to attack civilian and military targets. In February, 11 security officials were martyred and 13 others wounded in a TTPclaimed suicide attack on an Army camp in Swat. On July 10, a TTP
suicide attacker targeted an Awami National Party (ANP) corner
meeting in Peshawar, claiming the lives of party leader Haroon Bilour
and 21 others. Soon after, four people were killed and 32 injured in
a TTP-claimed remote-controlled blast targeting Jamiat Ulema-iIslam (JUI-F) candidate Akram Khan Durrani who himself survived
the attempt on his life. The same day, an IS-engineered suicide attack targeting a political gathering in Balochistan’s Mastung district
claimed 149 lives.
Just three months after Imran Khan assumed the prime ministership, two attacks on a single day shook the government: The morning
of November 23 saw a foiled gun-and-grenade attack claimed by
the Baloch Liberation Army on the Chinese consulate in Karachi,
followed hours later by an explosion in lower Orakzai, which left 34
people dead and 36 injured.
The gruesome murder of JUI-S chief Maulana Samiul Haq in his
home in Rawalpindi in November shook the whole country. The Darul
Uloom Haqqania seminary head, also known as the “father of the Taliban”, was found "stabbed to death and lying in a pool of blood" in
his bedroom by his son. Investigations into the case indicated the involvement of those well known and very close to him.
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Gender

Global Gender Gap
Index and Pakistan
Nasim Ahmed

According to the Global Gender Gap Report 2018, stagnation in the proportion of women in the workplace and women’s declining representation
in politics, coupled with greater inequality in access to health and education, nullify some improvements in wage equality and the number of
women in professional positions.
Iceland holds the top spot in the Index for the tenth consecutive year.
It has remained one of the fastest-improving countries in the world since
2006. Despite its top performance, the country has seen a slight regression
on economic participation and opportunity after an increased gender gap
in the number of women legislators, senior officials and managers.
Other economies in the top 10 include Nordic countries Norway (2nd,
83.5%), Sweden (3rd, 82.2%), and Finland (4th, 82.1%), as well as
Nicaragua (5th, 80.9%), which rose one spot, overtaking Rwanda (6th,
80.4%), whose steady multi-year climb has come to a halt for the first time.
The newest entrant to the top 10 is Namibia (10th, 78.9%), the second
country from the sub-Saharan Africa region to do so.
Among the G20 group of countries, France once again leads in 12th
place (77.9%), dropping one spot from last year, followed by Germany
(14th, 77.6%), the United Kingdom (15th, 77.4%), Canada (16th, 75.5%)
and South Africa (19th, 75.5%). The United States drops two places to
51st (72%) and six countries rank 100 or lower – China (103rd, 67.3%),
India (108th, 66.5%), Japan (110th, 66.2%), Republic of Korea (115th,
65.7%) Turkey (130th, 62.8%) and Saudi Arabia (141st, 59%).
At 75.8%, Western Europe is, on average, the region with the highest
level of gender parity. At current rates of progress, the overall gender
gap in the region will be closed in 61 years. It is home to four of the top
five performers in the index – Iceland, Norway, Sweden and Finland.
Switzerland’s performance (20th, 75.5%) remains stable since last year,
with progress on political empowerment counterbalanced by a widening
gender gap on economic participation and opportunity.
Latin America and the Caribbean have an average remaining gender
gap of 29.2%, making it the third-highest ranked region. Mexico (50th,
72.1%) climbs several ranks after showing improvements across all four
subindexes, reaching its highest gender parity level to date. Chile (54th,
71.7%) follows closely behind with an increased share of women in parliament. Argentina (36th, 73.3%) and Colombia (40th, 72.9%), two of the
region’s largest economies, move down several ranks this year, and
Brazil (95th, 68.1%), sees a significant reversal in progress, with its overall gender gap standing at its widest point since 2011.
After making progress on closing its gender gap for six consecutive
years, sub-Saharan Africa’s gender gap has started to widen again.
Rwanda (6th, 80.4%) still leads in the region, despite moving down
two ranks after reversal in progress on economic participation and opportunity. Namibia’s rise is partly due to an increased share of women
in parliament. South Africa (19th, 75.5%) registers some progress on
the political empowerment sub-index but also a slight decline in wage
equality.
South Asia is the second-lowest-scoring region, with a remaining gen-
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der gap of 34.2%, ahead of the Middle East and North Africa, and behind
sub-Saharan Africa. Bangladesh (48th, 72.1%) is the region’s top performer and breaks into the global top five on political empowerment, despite a widening gap in labour force participation. India (108th, 66.5%)
records improvements in wage equality for similar work and fully closed
its tertiary education gap for the first time, but progress lags on health
and survival, remaining the world’s least improved country on this subindex over the past decade.
Pakistan has been placed at 148th rank out of 149 countries in the
Global Gender Gap Report 2018. Not much has improved compared to
2006 rankings where the country was at 112th position out of 115 countries. Except for its 97th position in political empowerment, Pakistan
ranked 139th in educational attainment, 146th in the economic opportunity, 145th in health and survival for disparities between the two genders.
The report highlights that while Pakistan has made some progress this
year in wage equality as well as on the educational attainment sub-index,
the pace of improvement is insufficient to avoid the country being at the
lowest position in the global rankings. Moreover, Pakistan is classified
among the six countries where the gap is 90 percent or more in terms of
managerial opportunities for women. The other five countries are Syria,
Lebanon, Algeria, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, and Yemen. Women hold less
than 7 percent of the managerial positions in Pakistan.
The World Economic Forum report shows that the world has closed
68% of its gender gap, as measured across four key pillars: economic
opportunity; political empowerment; educational attainment; and health
and survival. While only a marginal improvement on 2017, the move is
nonetheless welcome as 2017 was the first year since the report was
first published in 2006 that the gap between men and women widened.
At the current rate of change, available data suggest that it will take
108 years to close the overall gender gap and 202 years to bring about
parity in the workplace. The report tracks a number of trends that are
defining the gender gap in 2018. Of the four pillars measured, only one
– economic opportunity – narrowed its gender gap. This is largely due to
a narrower income gap between men and women, which stands at nearly
51% in 2018, and the number of women in leadership roles, which stands
at 34% globally.
However, in the same economic pillar, data suggest that proportionately fewer women than men are participating in the workforce. There
are a number of potential reasons for this. One is that automation is having a disproportionate impact on roles traditionally performed by women.
At the same time, women are under-represented in growing areas of employment that require STEM (science, technology, engineering and mathematics) skills and knowledge. Another potential reason is that the
infrastructure needed to help women enter or re-enter the workforce –
such as childcare and eldercare – is under-developed and unpaid work
remains primarily the responsibility of women. The corollary is that the
substantial investments made by many economies to close the education
gap are failing to generate optimal returns in the form of growth.
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Governance

Accountability mantra
losing appeal?
Muhammad Hassan

The Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) government came to power on election
promises of wide-ranging social and economic reforms. It has completed
almost five months, but only accountability remains its prime focus while
all other promises have vanished into thin air.
The government’s ownership of corruption cases against politicians
is also maligning its image and has brought the National Accountability
Bureau (NAB) into disrepute. PTI ministers only speak about corruption
cases in press conferences and seminars and ignore other issues of
the people. Accountability is a lengthy process and the curse is entrenched in society and politics. It will take decades of concerted efforts
to dent the problem, which even exists in the more developed world.
The government should reform NAB under the guidelines of the
Supreme Court of Pakistan and leave the accountability process to it.
People are fed up with the accountability mantra and demand resolution
to their problems. The government should focus on practical measures
to resolve their issues.
The common people have realized that the government has launched
a vigorous campaign against corruption and many people have been arrested, but it has not brought about change in their lives. The National Accountability Bureau (NAB) receives over 40,000 complaints every year.
Ideally, a complaint is processed within two months. The next step is inquiry, which should be processed in four months. In the investigation section, cases are investigated for further processing and it also takes four
months to complete investigations. Critics say only few dozen cases reach
the prosecution stage every year and the conviction rate is only approximately 7pc. It was also admitted by Prime Minister Imran Khan recently,
when he assailed the low rates of conviction in NAB cases and said it was
7pc in Pakistan while in Malaysia it was 90pc. He also hinted at changes
in accountability laws to improve its performance. However, NAB claims
its conviction rate is 70pc.
According to NAB, it has a limited budget and as a result, the hardship
allowance and hiring facilities are very low in the organisation. It demanded
Rs one billion under the Recovery and Reward Fund, but the government
rejected the demand. According to NAB, the government had to pay the
amount as its 2pc share in recoveries in bank default cases. According to
statistics, NAB received 44,315 complaints last year and references involving Rs900 billion were still under trial in accountability courts. However,
it failed to provide details of cases, which were investigated and prosecuted.
Analysts say the government will have to concentrate on public issues
and their resolution, as it cannot use corruption as an excuse for inaction
any more. The PTI announced revolutionary reforms to improve education,
health, revenue generation, investment, employment, agriculture, the federation, the environment, tourism and justice, and to eradicate corruption.
Prime Minister Imran Khan, in his inaugural speech, announced making
Pakistan a welfare state. A few weeks after the coalition government com-
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pleted its first 100 days, Prime Minister Imran Khan seems to be out of
sync with the enormity of the challenges and problems facing the leadership, analysts say.
The PTI government promised 100m jobs in five years. Instead, thousands of people have lost their jobs in the private sector in the few months
of its rule. In the last cabinet meeting, Imran Khan was informed that private businesses were making lay-offs to offset their declining profit margins. According to a report, he was also advised to announce an amnesty
scheme to allow business people to realign themselves and their businesses in view of the adjustments being made by the government. He was
warned that if the confidence of the business community was not restored,
there would be huge unemployment in six months. A large number of people, associated with different professions, are losing jobs as even the government’s top-most priority area, the housing sector, has been badly hit
during the PTI tenure. Real estate, housing, private societies’ developers,
builders and construction businesses are in extremely bad shape and a
large number of people have lost their jobs in recent months.
Experts say housing societies and builders have started retrenchment
as their businesses were affected because of inconsistency in government
policies, the political situation, alleged harassment by NAB and the Federal
Board of Revenue (FBR), the bureaucracy’s reluctance to sign files and
take even legitimate decisions, rupee devaluation and high costs of construction. The Pakistan Association of Automotive Parts and Accessories
Manufacturers, in a newspaper advertisement, said that 1,200 jobs had
been lost in the automotive industry in the last three months and warned
if the situation continued, the industry could lose 50,000 more jobs. Besides other reasons, the association cited uncertain fiscal policies, increase
in interest rates and cost of doing business, imposition of additional regulatory duty on raw material, restrictions on non-filers to buy new vehicles,
causing damage to the industry. Thousands have also lost jobs in the
media industry while there are a number of media house, which have not
paid their employees for months.
Analysts say inflation is the highest in the last five years and growth is
the lowest in nine years. It has badly affected the lowest income groups,
which form the largest numerical bloc among the working class. Critics believe Imran Khan had no plan to revive the economy and fulfil his election
promises while his finance minister has been groping in the dark since day
one. He is accused of pursuing policies that have hurt the middle and lower
income groups through cutting subsidies, slashing the development
budget, squeezing the rupee, stoking inflation and reducing incomes.
The government has put the real issues of the common people on the
backburner to pursue a crackdown on corruption. The opposition blames
the government for victimization through the accountability drive. In this
situation, the government should leave the accountability process to the
departments concerned and concentrate on resolving the issues of the
people or their confidence in democracy will shatter.
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Politics

One-party system
in Pakistan?
Muhammad Ali

The way the noose is tightening around the neck of the leaders of the Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP) and the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PMLN) in corruption cases, fears are growing that a one-party system will be
enforced in Pakistan.
Opposition parties also fear that a plan has been devised by the establishment to undo the 18th Amendment to deprive the provinces of financial autonomy. Statements of a few ministers against the constitutional
amendment also added to the confusion. PPP Chairman Bilawal Bhutto
Zardari insists there is a “grand plan” in action to force the party to withdraw its support for the 18th Amendment. He terms the fake accounts case
against his father and former President Asif Zardari a tool to force the party
to withdraw its support for the amendment. “Zardari was implicated in the
money laundering scandal because the powers-that- be were unhappy
with the 18th Amendment as well as PPP’s victory in the July 25 general
elections in Sindh,” he claimed recently.
Concerns about the status of the 18th Amendment grew after the
Supreme Court of Pakistan took up the case and observed that there had
been a lack of debate on it before its passage in the parliament. “Parliamentary debates are relevant to interpret any constitutional provision;
therefore, amendments are debated in the legislatures all over the world
before their enactment,” it observed. However, in the last hearing, the court
clarified that it was not reviewing the 18th Amendment, but the issue of
dissolution of hospitals on the basis of the amendment. It has become
clear that there is no threat to the amendment and financial autonomy of
the provinces. Experts say there is still room for improvement in the
amendment with regard to education and health and there is no harm to
debate it in parliament to make it more effective.
It is a fact that leaders of the ruling Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) have
been spared in a crackdown on corruption by the Accountability Bureau
(NAB), which has maligned the whole process. However, the PTI has no
role in corruption cases against the PPP and PML-N leaders. The Sharif
family was named in the Panama case by the International Consortium of
Investigative Journalists (ICIJ) in 2015. Investigations against the Zardari
family in fake accounts started in 2016, when the PML-N was in power. A
Joint Investigation Team (JIT) report has found him guilty of using state
institutions, close aides and servants to commit corruption and launder
money.
The same modus operandi was adopted by the Sharifs. A recent report
submitted to the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) by seven banks says former
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif transferred billions of rupees abroad in the
name of his servants, employees of his Ramazan Sugar Mills and even
doctors of a trust, set up in the name of his father, from 2011 to 2017. He
also received over $10m during the period from abroad. Investigations are
underway and more cases are expected against him in a few months.
Problems for the Sharif family have increased after the Punjab government formed a new Joint Investigation Team (JIT) team to probe the Model
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Town tragedy. Headed by Motorway Police Inspector General A.D.
Khawaja, the team comprises Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) Lt.-Col.
Atiqur Zaman, Military Intelligence (MI) Lt.-Col. Irfan Miraz and Intelligence
Bureau (IB) Deputy Director Ahmed Kamal. The new JIT in the case, in
which at least 14 activists of the Pakistan Awami Tehreek (PAT) were killed
and over 100 injured by the Punjab police in Lahore’s Model Town in 2014,
poses a far bigger challenge to the PML-N leadership, including former
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, PML-N President Shahbaz Sharif, former
Punjab Law Minister Rana Sanaullah and others, than the corruption
cases.
Former Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif has already been sentenced to
seven years in jail in the Al-Azizia/Hill Metal Establishment (HME) case.
He is currently serving his sentence at the Kot Lakhpat jail in Lahore. He
was given the "benefit of doubt" in the Flagship Investments corruption
reference over lack of evidence. However, the court said the possibility of
Nawaz Sharif being the real beneficial owner of the Flagship Investments
Ltd. could not be ruled out.
PML-N President Shahbaz Sharif, who was arrested by the National
Accountability Bureau (NAB) in the Rs14 billion Ashiana-i-Iqbal Housing
Scheme case, faces at least two more corruption cases. He is accused of
issuing a directive for the construction of a drain in the Chiniot district to
benefit a sugar mill, owned by his sons. Over Rs200 million was spent for
the drain from public money. NAB has also obtained details of his assets,
which it claims, are beyond his means. The anti-graft body claims to have
obtained details of his properties and vehicles from 1997 to 2004 and from
2007 to 2018. His son-in-law and younger son have already fled the country after they were summoned by NAB. His elder son Hamza Shahbaz is
also under interrogation in at least two corruption cases.
It is clear that both mainstream opposition parties are in trouble after
their leaders have been arrested or may soon be arrested. However, it is
not the handiwork of the PTI. They will have to learn to survive without
their current leaders. The PPP has survived the assassination of its leader
Benazir Bhutto. However, it suffered badly under the leadership of Asif Ali
Zardari. His possible arrest could even benefit the party. However, it will
be really difficult for the PML-N to survive after the arrest of its top leadership. It also indicates the problem of a party, run by a family. The situation
benefits the PTI, but it may pave the way for authoritarianism in the party
and the country. In the scenario, it will have to resolve all national issues
to avoid the people’s wrath.
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Politics

Premature
confrontation
Muhammad Zain

Confrontation between the Sindh government of the Pakistan Peoples
Party (PPP) and the federal government has intensified after a Joint Investigation Team (JIT) submitted its report on fake bank accounts in the
Supreme Court of Pakistan. The court has referred the case to the National
Accountability Bureau (NAB) and ordered it to complete investigations in
two months. The order has provided temporary relief to the PPP leadership
to fight a bitter fight in court, parliament and in the public.
The JIT has found incriminating evidence against the PPP leadership,
which has denied any wrongdoing and challenged its findings. The same
situation had arisen after a JIT was formed against former Prime Minister
Nawaz Sharif. However, the difference was that Nawaz Sharif’s children
made a huge blunder by accepting the ownership of properties in the
United Kingdom, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates. In this way,
the onus was on them to provide a money trail and prove their innocence.
As the PPP leadership has rejected all accounts and properties in their
name, it will be the responsibility of NAB and the JIT to prove them guilty
in court. In the meantime, the party will continue its fight in the parliament
and the public to prove the accountability process as political victimization
by the government.
The JIT revealed that former President Asif Zardari and his accomplices
“grabbed” state-run entities in Sindh through corruption tactics. The Omni
Group, allegedly owned by Zardari and his close aides, acquired four staterun entities — Thatta Cement Factory, Thatta Sugar Mills, Naudero Sugar
Mills and Dadu Sugar Mills — in Sindh at throwaway prices. The Sindh
government intentionally turned the entities into sick units by suspending
funds/subsidies and then closed them down. The entities were later purchased by companies owned by the Omni Group. Thatta Cement was purchased by the group for Rs135 million and the amount was paid through
fake bank accounts. The Naudero Sugar Mills was acquired by the group
for Rs68m in 2001, when its market value was Rs142.89m. The Thatta
Sugar Mills was sold to the Omni Group for Rs127.5m in 2013, while its
market value was Rs716.11m. The Dadu Sugar Mills was acquired by the
group in 2008, at Rs90m against its original price of Rs626.70m.
The group also devoured Rs7.19 billion subsidies given by the Sindh
government after purchasing the four entities. A subsidy of Rs3.8bn was
given in the name of subsidised loans for the revival of sick industrial units.
Of it, Rs3.72b (97pc) went to the Omni Group. Similarly, a subsidy of
Rs2.31bn was given in the name of new captive power plants, of which
Rs1.58b (68pc) was obtained by the group. A sum of Rs3.89bn was released for cane growers and the group got Rs0.84b (22pc). An amount of
Rs1.99b was released under annual subsidised tractor schemes and
Rs1.05b (51pc) was obtained by the group. According to the JIT report,
fake accounts were opened in the name of the group employees and used
for direct transactions with the Zardari Group and family, Bahria Town,
Sindh government departments and contractors of the Sindh government
and the ultimate beneficiary of the money laundering cartel was the Omni
Group and Zardari family. The Bahria Town grabbed some 11,297 acres
state land and 7,900 square yards of state land of Bagh-e-Qasim Clifton,
Karachi, by using resources of the Sindh government, Board of Revenue,
Malir Development Authority including Sindh Police and deposited
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Rs10.02 billion directly into fake accounts. Over 562 acres state land, including 362 acres of the Pakistan Steel Mills, was illegally allotted to private
builders, causing a loss of Rs4.14 billion to the national exchequer.
The JIT found that while approving a very low bid for the Thatta Sugar
Mills against the advice of the then Finance Secretary, the then Finance
Minister and current Chief Minister Syed Murad Ali Shah strongly recommended the summary in favour of the Omni Group on the grounds that it
will create jobs for locals. The mill was also provided Rs895 million loan
by the Sindh government. Murad Ali Shah also acted as a facilitator to the
group by paying Rs7.19 billion in subsidies to it. The National Bank of Pakistan (NBP) and the Summit Bank approved Rs2.4 billion loan for it by reevaluating its mortgaged property from Rs50.2 million to Rs1.5 billion in
2009. Some 25 properties of Asif Zardari and his sister Faryal Talpur in
Paris, New York, London and Dubai have also been detected besides 120
farmhouses in Sindh.
The PPP has started targeting the federal government after the JIT report. The PPP believes the establishment is behind the Pakistan Tehreeki-Insaf (PTI) government, Prime Minister Imran Khan and the JIT report,
so it believes it can escape accountability through confrontation and playing the Sindh card. The PTI, instead of taking the criticism quietly, added
to the tensions by announcing its plan to replace the Sindh government.
Rumours of the imposition of governor’s rule were also created to obtain
desired results.
However, the plan failed and caused major embarrassment, not only
to Prime Minister Imran Khan, but also the government. The operation was
dropped after the Supreme Court hinted at striking down governor’s rule,
if imposed in Sindh, and directed the government to review the names of
172 persons put on the Exit Control List (ECL), which included the name
of Sindh Chief Minister Murad Ali Shah besides the Zardari family. Sources
say the establishment also advised the federal government against any
misadventure in Sindh. The PTI would have to resort to horsetrading to
form the government in the province, which could malign the image of the
party. In fact, the plan was premature, as the JIT report was not a court
verdict. The PPP leadership can still prove its innocence in courts as it will
have the services of the best lawyers in the country. The PTI should leave
the case to the courts to decide it. Confrontation is not in its interest or that
of the people of Pakistan. It should evolve a working relationship with the
PPP to serve the people of Sindh.
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Economics

Pakistan’s loan
black hole
Shahid Hussain

The Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) government of Prime Minister Imran
Khan has received about $7b in loans from China, Saudi Arabia and the
United Arab Emirates (UAE) in its first four months but Pakistan’s foreign
reserves continue to plunge, raising serious concerns about its ability to
meet financing requirements.
Pakistan has averted a serious balance of payment crisis after receiving
loans from friendly countries and it is expected to obtain much more in
coming weeks and months, but its foreign reserves continue to deplete on
a weekly basis. After Saudi Arabia provided financial assistance to Pakistan in early December, the reserves rose above $8-billion. However, they
started falling rapidly and stood at $7,287.5 million in the last week of December, down $170 million, as compared with $7,457.3 million in the previous week. Pakistan’s current account deficit has swelled to an all-time
high of $18 billion in the outgoing fiscal year, while the budget deficit rose
up to around 6.6pc of GDP. Pakistan requires approximately $12 billion for
balance of payment support by the end of June this year. It means Pakistan
needs almost $2 billion every month to meets its financial requirements.
The government is desperately seeking financial support to fill the
alarming gap. The United Arab Emirates (UAE) has finalised the terms and
conditions of a support package of about $6.2 billion to help Pakistan address its balance of payment challenge. The package involves $3.2b worth
of oil supplies on deferred payment, besides a $3b cash deposit. The UAE
package is exactly the same size and terms and conditions as given by
Saudi Arabia. Pakistan will get a total saving of about $7.9b on oil and gas
imports from the two friendly countries, accounting for more than 60 percent of annual oil import bill of about $12-13b. It includes about $3.2b each
of oil supplies on deferred payments from the UAE and Saudi Arabia and
about $1.5b trade finance from the International Islamic Trade Finance
Corporation (ITFC). The total financing support from the UAE and Saudi
Arabia, including the ITFC’s trade finance, would be around $13.9-14b,
when cash deposits of $3b each from the two countries are also included.
It is besides a deep-conversion oil refinery to be set up as a joint venture
of Pakistan and Abdu Dhabi — worth $5-6b at Khalifa Point and an expected petro-chemical complex by Saudi Arabia at Gwadar Oil City. The
government has also started discussions with Qatar for relief in terms of
reduction in LNG prices or a relaxed payment schedule.
Pakistan has already received $2b in cash deposit from Saudi Arabia
at an interest rate of 3.18pc while the third tranche of $1b is due in the first
week of February. The Saudi oil facility would also start rolling out this
month with an average $274 million per month. Pakistan is currently importing about eight cargoes of LNG every month, costing $4.2 to $4.5b a
year and more than one-third of this could be financed through ITCF support. With support from Qatar, Pakistan is expecting about $9b cushion on
the oil and gas import bill. China has also pledged additional $2b for Pakistan. Talks are already underway to receive $6-7b from the International
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Monetary Fund (IMF).
The government may have reasons for celebration after receiving the
huge loans, but critics say the way it has launched a borrowing spree in
the world, it will surpass the previous Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz
(PML-N) government in loan growth in just three years. According to estimates, the PTI government is projected to add over Rs10 trillion to public
debt during its first three years, due to rigidity in expenditures, increase in
interest rates and currency devaluation. The debt will be equal to the burden added by the PML-N in its five years. Pakistan has shared the projections with the IMF, suggesting that public debt could be Rs36 trillion by
June 2021. The government also plans to raise loans through commercial
borrowings from Chinese, European and Gulf banks and sovereign bonds.
According to the government’s own estimates, the debt to the GDP ratio
will remain closer to 70pc by June 2021, which could be lower than the
level left by the PML-N but far higher than the target set in the Fiscal Responsibility and Debt Limitation Act of 2005. When the PML-N government
completed its term in 2018, public debt was Rs24.95 trillion, according to
the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP). During the Pakistan Peoples Party
(PPP) tenure (2008-2013), public debt surged from Rs6 trillion to Rs14 trillion. During the next five years of the PML-N, it hit the Rs25 trillion mark.
By June this year, public debt could hit Rs29.4 trillion, equal to 75pc of
GDP. It was 72.5pc at the end of the PML-N term, far above the statutory
limit of 60pc of GDP. The key reason for the likely increase in public debt
by June will be a minimum of Rs2.2 trillion budget deficit, caused by growing debt, government expenditures and low tax revenues. Interest payments, which were Rs1.5 trillion in June 2018, could increase to Rs2 trillion
by June due to increase in the discount rate by the SBP and currency devaluation of over 20pc in the fiscal year. During the second year of the PTI
government, public debt would further jump to Rs32.6 trillion. There is projected addition of Rs3.2 trillion to public debt from July 2019 to June 2020.
The assessment is based on Rs2.4 trillion budget deficit and nearly 6pc
further devaluation of the rupee.
The PTI leadership was critical of the PPP and PML-N governments
for overburdening the country with debt, when it was in the opposition.
However, it has adopted the same policy after coming to power. The
gloomy picture makes it clear the government will not be able to fulfill its
election promises. It will have to take urgent and out-of-the-box measures
to improve tax revenues and exports.
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Elections

Bangladesh: Too
much of a muchness
Husnain Shahid

The ruling Awami League of Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina of Bangladesh
won a third consecutive term, bagging 288 of the 298 parliamentary seats
contested. Her party only left 10 seats for the opposition. In her own seat,
the prime minister won by 229,539 votes to 123. The incredible results
speak for themselves.
Awami League’s over 96pc seats in the election are unprecedented in
the history of democratic countries. The ruling party was accused of attacks on opposition party members, voter intimidation, rigging, and partisan behavior by election officials in the pre-election period and on election
day. The pattern is reminiscent of countries, which are ruled by dictators.
Turkish President Tayyip Erdogan, who is accused by his detractors of
acting like a despot, could gain only 52 percent of the popular vote but
over 87 percent of eligible voters turned out to elect him in the June 24
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election last year. Russian President Vladimir Putin bagged 77 percent
and Egyptian President Abdel Fattah el-Sissi 97 percent votes in elections
in their respective countries in March 2018.
Opposition parties, journalists and voters alleged serious irregularities
in the Bangladesh polls, including ballot stuffing, voters being denied access to polling places, ruling party activists occupying polling places and
casting ballots in the place of voters, electoral officials and the police behaving in a partisan manner, and violations of voter privacy in an atmosphere of blatant intimidation. The opposition Bangladesh National Party
(BNP) said its polling agents were denied access to 221 constituencies.
According to the Human Rights Watch, an independent and impartial
commission should investigate the serious allegations of abuses in the
elections. “The pre-election period was characterized by violence and in-
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timidation against the opposition, attacks on opposition campaign events,
and the misuse of laws to limit free speech. Reports of ballot stuffing, intimidation of voters, and ruling party control of voting locations on election
day mean that an independent and impartial commission should be
formed to determine the extent of the violations,” it said in a report. Thousands of opposition supporters were arrested before the election, and
journalists described having to censor their reporting for fear of arrest and
violence. The Bangladesh Telecommunication Regulatory Commission
required all telecommunication operators to shut down 3G and 4G internet
services ahead of the election, preventing communication and information
sharing. At least 17 people were killed in violence related to the voting on
election day. A mother of four said she was gang raped because she cast
her vote for the opposition. Families held a news conference demanding
the safe return of four university students who have not been seen after
they were detained in Dhaka on December 29, allegedly by plain clothes
security forces.
Instead of investigating irregularities, Bangladesh authorities arrested
journalists for their reporting. On January 1, 2019, plainclothes police officers arrested Hedait Hossain Molla, a Khulna-based correspondent for
the Dhaka Tribune, Bangla Tribune and Probaho. Hossain Molla had reported the total number of votes cast in the Khulna-1 constituency was
higher than the total number of actual eligible voters. Journalist Rashidul
Islam was also named in the case. The two journalists are accused under
the draconian Digital Security Act, which criminalizes peaceful speech
and places undue restrictions on investigative journalism. Journalists were
forced to delete videos documenting voter intimidation by Awami League
supporters. Kafi Kamal, a reporter with the Daily Manab Zamin said he
was beaten up while filming an attack on voters at a polling place. A BBC
journalist in Chittagong captured images of what appear to be stuffed ballot boxes before the polls opened. Other media reported that in some constituencies, in defiance of the rules, polling places closed for lunch in a
clear attempt to suppress turnout. Voters in various parts of the country
told the media they had been turned away by officials or were joined in
the voting booth by ruling party activists, who voted on their behalf. A large
number of similar accounts by journalists and other witnesses have
emerged from across Bangladesh.
The European Union said that “significant obstacles to a level playing
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field, throughout the process, have tainted the electoral campaign and the
vote,” and called for “a proper examination of allegations of irregularities.”
The United States State Department noted “credible reports of harassment, intimidation, and violence in the pre-election period that made it difficult for many opposition candidates and their supporters to meet, hold
rallies, and campaign freely,” and that election-day irregularities “undermined faith in the electoral process.”
Experts have warned of repercussions of the landslide victory of the
ruling party in the “over-managed” elections. “It's hardly surprising that
Sheikh Hasina’s party won the elections. The scale of her victory, however, is literally unbelievable. The polls were, after all, preceded by a long
period in which political opponents were intimidated, jailed or exiled. The
leader of the opposition Bangladesh National Party, Khaleda Zia, is in jail.
Her son and heir apparent is in Britain and faces a life term if he returns
to Bangladesh. While political violence has long been a feature of
Bangladeshi politics — as in West Bengal, on the Indian side of the border
—the past year has been particularly bloody. Worse, among the offenders
have been the security forces, which seemed to have become an arm of
Sheikh Hasina’s reelection campaign. The country has few remaining independent institutions that can serve as a check on this sort of blatant
subversion of democracy. The judiciary in particular has been packed with
Awami League sympathizers,” a Bloomberg report said.
Fox News warned an overwhelming majority in parliament could create
space for Hasina to become even more authoritarian. The Washington
Post noted that Bangladesh’s landslide election result is bad for its
democracy. “The margin of victory is unexpected in a democratic nation
such as Bangladesh. Hasina has consolidated her grip on power but at
the cost of her own electoral legitimacy,” it observed. CNN said the disputed election outcome could plunge Bangladeshi politics, already poisoned by bitter and often violently expressed partisanship, into a new and
dangerous era.
Local experts say the opposition has every reason to be furious because it has faced a systematic campaign from the government to dismantle it. The main opposition Bangladesh Nationalist Party (BNP) has
become a shadow of its former self, yet it defied the crackdowns to campaign and contest the election and it is hard to imagine it will sit quietly in
the face of a suspiciously lopsided electoral result.
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Ideology

India’s national
character at stake
Raza Khan

Pakistan’s neighbour India is entering the election season as the country
is scheduled to have its next general elections in April-May, 2019 with a
lot at stake for the political rivals in what is considered as the largest
democracy in the world. The upcoming Indian elections would be of great
consequence not only for the main contestant parties but also would determine the nature of the Indian state and, more importantly, the minority
religious groups in the Hindu-dominated country.
In the next general elections in India, the Bhartiya Janata Party (BJP)
would try its utmost to cling to power, which it has been enjoying in the last
four-and-half years. Whereas, the main opposition party, the Indian National Congress (INC) would attempt to throw the BJP from the saddle.
The rule of the current BJP government, which is heading towards the conclusion of its constitutional tenure, has been the worst period in modern
Indian history. This is so because the BJP and its prime minister Narendra
Modi, instead of fulfilling its previous election promises specifically to provide the highest number of jobs and improve the lot of the common Indian,
resorted to oppression of religious minorities and transformation of the fundamental avowed secular character of the Indian Union. Resultantly, the
religious minorities in India have developed a deep sense of insecurity and
fear for their lives, properties and honour.
Thus, the most important aspect of the next elections in India would be
the identity of the Indian state. It is important to note that the BJP has been
doing its utmost to make India constitutionally a “Hindu” state. It is only the
constitutional bar which has prevented the BJP government from declaring
India a Hindu state with Hinduism as the state religion. However, practically
the BJP government has taken every step to implement Hindutva. This includes consistent dissemination of messages through its propaganda machines to tell the members of religious minorities, particularly the huge
Muslim population of nearly 200 million, that the community might be one
of the biggest Muslim concentrations in the world, but India, to all intents
and purposes, is a Hindu state where members of religious minorities do
not have equal status.
The INC on its part has been opposing the BJP attempts, at least ostensibly, to prevent it from declaring India as a Hindu state and also criticizing the ruling party for its treatment of religious minorities. Whether the
INC has been earnest in its opposition to the BJP to practically transform
India into a Hindu state is anybody’s guess. Although the INC has a history
of promoting Muslims and even appointing them to important state positions, however, it has never made any Muslim a prime minister of India.
This time round, the INC has only two key points with which to oppose the
BJP: it would try to appease the Muslims and other religious minorities to
get their votes. The main point upon which the INC has started trying to
build its anti-BJP electoral narrative is that the ruling party has failed to
fulfill its economic promises which it made to Indians before the 2014 elections. Second, as mentioned above, the INC would try to prove the BJP
as anti-state, as a strategy aimed at securing the votes of as many Indian
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Muslims as possible. Because the party knows that the Indian Muslims
votes could be instrumental in the win of the INC.
Indian Muslims, for their part, having been treated extremely oppressively by the BJP government has a natural tilt towards the INC, which at
least in words speaks for the Indian minorities. This would pose a challenge to the BJP.
However, the BJP has a well thought-out strategy to win the next elections. The party knows that the incumbency factor may put it in trouble. In
order to overcome this factor the BJP leadership has considered that the
party has the best chance to cling to power by appealing strongly to its
huge extremist Hindu constituency. Therefore, by mistreating Muslims in
particular and other religious Indian minorities in general, the BJP during
its present rule has tried to “respect” the sentiments of its radical Hindu
constituency. This may work again for the BJP. It is important to note the
BJP was formed by the extremist Hindu leadership with a very important
aim in mind. The BJP did not join the political arena and electoral system
just to have power to demonstrate that it could run the country more efficiently than the traditionally ruling INC by having high economic growth
rates and improving the lot of the common Indian. Instead, the idea behind
the formation of the BJP and pushing it into electoral politics was obviously
to have state power in order to ultimately achieve the ideal of Hindu Rashtra. In this process the BJP had to employ the ideology of Hindutva that is
tantamount to Hindu revivalism. The BJP, it must be noted, was formed as
a political wing of the Hindu revivalist movement of the RSS. The ultimate
aim, thus, of the BJP and its forerunner organization has been to transform
India into a completely Hindu state either having no place for Muslims or
one only of subjugation with pariah status. Short of winning elections and
assuming political and state power the BJP and the RSS cannot think of
doing away with whatever superficial secular façade and veneer of Indian
constitution and state structure. Thus if the BJP would win a landslide victory in the 2019 elections, it would attempt to transform the basic secular
character of the Indian constitution and would take measures and steps
to push the Muslims to the wall in every field resulting in aggravating the
communal and religious conflict in Indian society.
In case the BJP retains power after the next general elections, the secular character of the Indian state would be in jeopardy as the party would
regard it as a chance to fulfill its traditional agenda and the long-cherished
demand of its supporters to make Indian an exclusive state for Hindus. On
the other hand if the INC wins elections, the margin of win would be quite
thin because it could not convince the Hindu majority of its credentials and
service to them. Therefore, once in power the INC could not be expected
to improve the lot of the Indian Muslims or, for that matter, other religious
minorities. It remains to be seen which party would carry the day in the
next general elections, but in case of the win of any party the elections
would be profoundly consequential for the ideological basis of the Indian
state.
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Society

Impact of social
trends on politics
Raza Khan

Social trends have a noticeable impact on the politics of an area, region
or country. In other words, the politics of a society cannot remain isolated
from the social trends prevailing at a particular point in time. Today in Pakistan there are a number of key social trends that are having profound impact on the politics of the country while others do not have much impact.
Keeping this in new, it is important to observe, analyze and document them
from time to time to make both the people and the policymakers understand not only the trends but also to come up with effective policies to respond to these social currents.
One of the most important social trends in contemporary Pakistan is
the ever-increasing and fast-growing population of the country. Pakistan
has become the fifth most populous country of the world. This rapid population increase has an extensive and deep impact on the politics and political institutions of the country. First, this rapid and galloping population
increase has been putting an unbearable burden on the state and its governance structures. Pakistan, historically, does not have a very strong state
and governmental structure and the most important evidence in this regard
has been that the state has not been able to respond to the needs of society and fulfill its important functions. Noticeably, the state and its policies
have also been responsible for the unchecked and sustained growth of
the population. Therefore, the state cannot be absolved of the responsibility in the fast growing population of Pakistan.
If one looks into population growth and bad governance it transpires
that both bad governance and inept policymaking on the one hand, and
rapid population growth on the other, have fed into each other. Because
the important factors in population growth around the world include lack
of education, poverty, a conservative society, prevalence of large-scale
lack of purposelessness within the people and society. These are the key
factors of galloping population growth even in Pakistan. Again this has
been due to bad governance that these factors have been prevalent in the
country. Once the public representative at each level of governance come
to realize that he has speak for, and serve, such a large number of people
while the resources of the state cannot fulfil the demands of even a few
thousands of his hundreds of thousands of voters, he becomes disenchanted and develops a sense of powerlessness. On the other hand, people continue to make demands on their representatives and seeing they
cannot deliver, their sense of belonging to the state, its apparatus and
democracy start to vanish. On his part, the public representative’s feeling
of dejection due to his powerlessness to fulfil the much-needed promises
to his electorate and on the other hand his understanding that if he has to
remain relevant in politics it could be only on the strength of financial resources, make him financially dishonest. Financial corruption by public
representatives, along with public officials, results in multifarious negative
trends in the society. Pakistan for the last 40 years has been suffering
badly due to the ill-effects of financial corruption by public representatives
and of public officials.
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Intolerance is another social trend in Pakistan. Intolerance in society
has persisted over decades and fundamentally is the result of bad governance at all levels of state. Intolerance, in turn, has resulted in development of extremist social attitudes among the people and part of these
social attitudes have translated into terrorism, particularly in the name of
religion, sect and ethnicity in the country. Since 2005, Pakistan experienced the worst wave of terrorist violence in which so far more than 75,000
people have lost their lives. Terrorism by groups like the Tehreek-e-Taliban
Pakistan posed an existential threat to the survival of the state, precipitating gigantic response from the state to eliminate terrorism. While the state
response to terrorism has been multipronged, it largely remained confined
to military offensives. Due to terrorism and the state response to it, huge
damage has been inflicted on society and its members, as millions have
suffered physical dislocation, displacement and privation. Although the
state may be able to a great extent to eliminate terrorism however the root
causes and the seeds of terrorism have not been fully identified and exterminated. Moreover, intolerance and terrorism continue to affect every
aspect of society, including political institutions and culture. The lack of tolerance among the key political parties and the resultant stunted growth of
democracy is also largely due to the intolerance among political actors.
When both the political actors and people are affected by intolerance and
extremism the situation within the society becomes inimical to growth and
progress.
Terrorism and the state response to it as well as extremist social attitudes
prevalent among the masses have also engendered large-scale feeling of
insecurity within the society. The most important repercussions of prevalent
insecurity among the people is that increasing number of people are unable to express their aspirations, making use of their natural talents and resources. Due to this situation, the country’s economy and society have both
suffered excessively and have not been able to achieve the desired levels
of economic growth and social stability. The feeling of insecurity among Pakistanis has also given rise to huge challenges to the state as it needs gargantuan efforts to allay the feeling of insecurity among the masses.
Consumerism is another important social trend in contemporary society. Whatever consumerism we are experiencing in Pakistan is the result
of increasing adoption of the postmodernist values. Although consumerism
has resulted in the growth of public spending but as the state has to spend
a huge amount of its foreign exchange reserves to pay for the import of
consumer items, the financial stability of the state is greatly affected. This
can be gauged from the yawning gap between the exports and imports of
Pakistan. Consumerism has also resulted in extreme social trends as increasing number of people are after products and as poverty is not only
extensive in the country but also deep-rooted the gap between the haves
and the have-nots has widened. This gap has also negatively affected social relationships, and militates against the healthy growth of all sectors of
society.
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Education

Setting up university
at PM House
not enough
Dr. Zaheer Ahmad Babar

In the last week of December 2018, Prime Minister Imran Khan announced
the conversion of the Prime Minister’s House into the Islamabad National
University. During his speech at a seminar titled “Emerging challenges and
opportunities for Pakistan”, he declared that the purpose of establishing a
university or a centre of excellence at the PM House was to reduce the
gap between the government and public. He stressed the importance of
quality education for the nation’s progress, claiming that the overall level
of education would improve during his term.
Also, Minister for Information and Broadcasting Chaudhry Fawad Hussain, stated the purpose of establishment of the Centre of Excellence at
PM House in a private channel, Geo News, programme on January 8,
2019. He said that great brains and acclaimed research scholars from
across the country would be brought together at the new university and
assigned the task of research in every field to help the government evolve
its economic and science and technology policies.
The stated purpose appears to be a step in the right direction. The university is always taken as a hub for innovation where researchers from
various disciplines gather to share their ideas for developing new technologies, procedures, processes and systems. The innovation done in universities attracts huge demand from industry. This leads to increased,
diversified economic activities and market development.
Industry-academia linkages (IAL) and collaboration the world over provide the basis for a strong innovation system. A strong IAL ensures that
the research and development activities in universities are oriented towards demand in the market and in society; it provides enabling environment for increased creativity for newcomers and guarantees enhanced
competitiveness. These functions go hand-in-hand and reinforce each
other.
Experts say collaborations between universities and industry have
given life to many blockbuster discoveries over the years. One of the latest
in the news – the melanoma treatment Ipilimumab, whose molecule was
discovered by James Allison and successfully developed into a drug by
Medarex – ended up netting Dr. Allison the 2018 Nobel Prize in Medicine.
There are noticeable examples of fruitful collaboration between universities, industry partners and start-ups. Many ideas from research in universities are put to use through collaboration between universities and
firms.
Jean-Marc Frangos, chief innovation officer at BT University, said in a
write-up recently: "We jointly developed field scheduling algorithms with
University of Essex that have resulted in 400,000 extra engineering tasks
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performed a year. We have also launched innovations in the UK based on
a number of start-ups technologies, for instance recently re-inventing the
digital customer relationship with Enjoy’s home experts."
Dr. Arshad Ali, Executive Director at the Higher Education Commission
(HEC), says endeavours to find solutions to complex social, environmental
and economic challenges – for example, in energy, environment, health
or security – have increasingly required collaboration between universities
and industry because few organisations have the internal capacity to deliver results on their own.
In a telephonic talk with Cutting Edge after Prime Minister Imran Khan’s
pronouncement, he said that universities, academics and their funders
also wish to see results from their research put into practice.
However, such arrangements are rare in Pakistan till date. He believes
Pakistan needs to learn a lot in this regard from developed countries, especially China. A multistakeholder group of experts in technology transfer
recently met in Tianjin, People’s Republic of China, at the World Economic
Forum’s Annual Meeting of the New Champions, and identified a number
of common challenges and opportunities that warrant further exploration
and discussion. Representatives of industry and academia must attend
such forums and replicate their models in the country, Dr. Arshad Ali suggests. He regrets that the industry-academia linkages (IAL) situation in the
country in not encouraging in Pakistan currently. Universities rarely engage
with industry. Neither has industry made any serious effort to generate
some practical interest in universities.
The HEC representative says there were 67 universities with 700,000
students and a budget of Rs. 6 billion was allocated in 2002 when the
Higher Education Commission was established. “At present, we have
around three million students in 183 universities and the budget has increased manifold. However, it seems, the potential of universities is still
untapped to a large extent as far as industry-academia linkages and industry-oriented research are concerned, adds Dr. Arshad.
He says that a strategy should be evolved on how to make the knowl-
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Industry-academia linkages (IAL)
and collaboration the world
over provide the basis for a
strong innovation system. A
strong IAL ensures that the
research and development
activities in universities are oriented towards demand in the
market and in society; it
provides enabling environment
for increased creativity for
newcomers and guarantees
enhanced competitiveness.
These functions go hand-in-hand
and reinforce each other.
edge and research of academia beneficial for industry. A well-defined action plan should be prepared for the purpose, he says, adding that the HEC
was well aware of the weak linkages between academia and industry in
the country.
Pakistan Engineering Council Chairman Javed Saleem Qureshi fully
agrees with Dr. Ali, but he finds the role of government very disappointing.
In a special talk with Cutting Edge at a seminar, he said that industry and
academia partnerships could play a major role in student recruitment, retention, and workforce development from within the local economy. He believes that industry-academia linkages are far more than execution of
consultancy projects, industry-specific sponsored chairs, collaborative research and development projects, and commercialisation of innovation.
Professors can be engaged in industries for consultancy and top executives in universities for teaching, Mr. Qureshi suggests. A higher level of
human resource sharing can take place. This level of higher linkages results in the need satisfaction of both entities where one sees academia
has demand for funds, and the industry is short of time and human resource to carry on research. Thus, a mutual juxtaposition of both entities
results in high level of knowledge spillovers and increased economic
growth, adds the engineer.
He underlines the need for representation of the industry in research
centres. “In today’s scenario, reverse engineering has become a key to
success as it helps extract knowledge and make it possible to reproduce
any product,” he shares with Cutting Edge.
Abdul Basit, former president of Lahore Chamber of Commerce and
Industry, also stresses developing understanding between industrial and
education sectors on sustainable basis. Exclusively talking to Cutting Edge
at a seminar in Lahore in December last, he said the business community
of Pakistan had always been supportive of strong linkages between academia and the industry. He said that the Lahore Chamber had declared
2017 the “Year of Industry-Academia Linkages” with the objective to gain
direct benefits from the research work of the universities. He believes that
an industry-academia collaboration would reduce the cost of doing business, increase employment and enhance the competitiveness of the industrial sector. He emphasises the need for demand-driven research work
as it would be beneficial for both researchers and industry. He says that a
standing committee on industry-academia linkages had been working at
the LCCI to strengthen liaison between industry, universities and colleges.
He says that Prime Minister Imran Khan has set the direction for higher
education in the country by establishing a centre of excellence at the Prime
Minister’s House. But it would not serve the purpose fully until and unless
a comprehensive policy is evolved for making higher education result-oriented and industry-centric. Only strong linkages between industry and
higher education institutions could provide basis for sustainable development of Pakistan, he believes.
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Isolationism

Donald Trump’s
“America first”
Dr. Qaisar Rashid

US President Donald Trump might be resorting to a course correction attempt on his country’s trajectory by saying that the US could not continue
to be a policeman to the world. Trump said so on 26 December, 2018 while
addressing the US troops during his visit to Iraq. The statement – or at
least the intent – reeks of the Monroe doctrine, embodying isolationism.
By the end of 2018, one point became clear. In 2019, the US would not
only withdraw its forces from the conflict zones of Syria and Afghanistan
but it would also insulate itself from its southern neighbor, Mexico.
Whereas the Monroe doctrine – named after US President James Monroe
– owned the whole of the American continent in 1823 as the legitimate
overseeing domain of the US, Trump’s anticipated self-isolation is meant
for reducing the size of the oversight to the US only.
On 19 December, 2018, when Trump tweeted that the US was pulling
2000 US troops out of Syria, his statement took many by surprise. Trump
also claimed that the withdrawal would fulfill the election campaign agenda
and that ISIS had been defeated. His announcement effectively countered
the pro-imperialist image of the US. Dissenters such as the defence secretary, James Mattis, and the Islamic State expert, Brett McGurk, had to
resign in opposition, as post-statement casualties.
In the wake of the announcement, two challenges emerged. First, how
to protect the Kurds from the chemical weapon attacks from the regime of
Bashar-al Assad on the one hand, and from the bombing attacks of Turkey
on the other hand. In April 2017 and in April 2018, in the wake of chemical
attacks on the Kurds, the US launched retaliatory strikes against the military installation of the Assad regime. Further, the US put Turkey on notice
in case it attacked the Kurds. The protection of the Kurds was an extension
of the US mandate meant for curbing the advance of Islamic State. With
the arrival of US troops in Syria, the Kurds earned the byproduct of security
against both chemical bombing and the cross-border bombing. After the
departure of the US troops, the Kurds would be the most vulnerable community in Syria. The US officials have being trying to placate the Kurds by
offering them the possibility of arming. The Kurds, however, know that their
arming can offer them a shield neither from chemical weapons nor from
the border bombing. The strengthening of the ground forces of the Kurds
cannot protect them from air strikes.
Trump has announced a grace period of 120 days to initiate the withdrawal of the US troops from Syria and that gradually. Further, the withdrawal would not be absolute rather some troops would be left at a key
military outpost, al-Tanf, in southern Syria to check Iranian activity. This is
another dimension of the Syrian conflict. The announcement of withdrawal
has unleashed ripples of uncertainty hitting neighbouring countries including both Iran and Israel. Nevertheless, it is expected that the major beneficiary of the post-withdrawal scenario would be Iran. It is also surmised
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that the wave of instability would hit Israel harder than it would strike
Turkey or Iran. The turf war between Israel and Iran may start in Syria.
The fear is that Israel may resort to air strikes against the groups supported
by Iran in Syria. The consequent conflict may engulf Syria. The US has
envisioned a solution to this problem in leaving some surveillance troops
in southern Syria.
More awkward is the position of Russia, which had presumed that it
was a counterbalancing force in Syria specially, and the Middle East generally, against the US. Russian entered Syria in September 2015. Now,
Russia is left in the lurch, stay or leave. Persisting with the Bashar-al Assad
regime would bring the Russian forces into direct conflict with those of Islamic State. Vacating Syria, however, would mean that Russian forces also
sounded the death knell for the Assad regime. This is the third dimension
of the ongoing conflict in Syria. The US has offered no solution to this aspect of the crisis.
Before Syria becomes a hotbed of terrorism to threaten somehow the
mainland US, Syria will have to experience implosion under its own weight.
A surge is the internecine conflict is expected. By instinct, the armed group
would tend to fill the vacuum through their power. Moreover, before any
ensuing civil war in Syria could threaten the US mainland, the conflict is
bound to affect Europe including Great Britain and France. It would be like
reinventing the Suez Canal crisis of 1956, but this time for the entrance of
European powers at the cost of the exclusion of the US.
In Afghanistan, the US is promoting an intra-Afghan political settlement
by opening the doors of government to the Taliban sub-groups ready for
doing two things: first, to establish peace in Afghanistan; and second, to
deny any space to terrorists launching an attack on other countries. Both
the US and Europe are not ready to offer leeway for Afghanistan to participate in international terrorism. The US intends to leave Afghanistan by
gradual withdrawal of its forces totaling 7,000 troops spanning one and a
half years. NATO also intends to follow the same pattern of withdrawal.
The single major problem, however, is that the US has been trying to envision the intra-Afghan peace on constitutional and democratic terms,
whereas the Taliban tend to envisage the same on their own contrived
terms of governance bordering on orthodoxy and despotism. [The Taliban
have pulled out of US-Taliban talks. Ed]
On 8 January, 2019, from the Oval Office, Trump addressed his nation
and presented his case for the expansion of the wall on the southern border with Mexico on certain grounds such as inflow of criminal gangs and
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In the wake of the announcement, two challenges emerged.
First, how to protect the Kurds
from the chemical weapon attacks from the regime of
Bashar-al Assad on the one
hand, and from the bombing attacks of Turkey on the other
hand. In April 2017 and in April
2018, in the wake of chemical
attacks on the Kurds, the US
launched retaliatory strikes
against the military installation
of the Assad regime.
illicit drugs with the help of immigrants including women and children. The
central focus was on prospective immigrants crossing over the southern
border. During his election campaign, to fetch votes from white middleclass Americans, Trump reviled immigrants generally because of two reasons. First, they were mounting a demographic burden endangering
country’s financial health. Second, they were a conduit for terrorists, Islamic militants, jeopardizing the country’s national security. Though the arrival of immigrants to the US has been reduced from 1.6 million in 2000 to
one-third of a million in 2018, Trump wants to ensure further reduction. He
has asked Democrats to allocate funds amounting to 5.7 billion dollars to
expand the US-Mexico wall.
In short, the journey of “America First” has started from Syria. Not Iraq
but Afghanistan will be the next destination. The last station of the itinerary
will be the US-Mexico border.
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Economics

FDI inflow: A
dismal picture
Muhammad Jahangir

According to a report of the State Bank of Pakistan, Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) inflows declined by 46 percent in the first four months of the
current fiscal year (July-October). A detailed analysis of the report shows
that the US, Europe and Japan - the front-ranking traditional investors in
Pakistan - have, by and large, walked out of the Pakistani market after the
influx of Chinese products and projects and rising cost of doing business.
The inflows from China are also on a downward trend; these were only
$335 million, which is 56 percent of the total FDI during the period under
review and more than half when compared with $694.3 million inflows in
the corresponding period of last year.
Moreover, the inflows from other countries are also on a decline with a
mere $64.5 million from the UK, $45 million from the US, $43.9 million from
South Korea and $36.3 million from Switzerland during the period. On the
other hand, the portfolio investment outflow was 269 million compared to
the outflow of 57 million in the same period of last year. The large outflow
led to overall decline in the foreign private investment during the four
months of this fiscal by 68 percent to $1.062 billion. Understandably, the
incumbent government is concerned about this situation, prompting PM
Imran Khan to hold meetings with investors and hold out assurances to
them that their interests and grievances would be addressed by his government.
As an action plan, Imran Khan has set up a secretariat at PM House to
mobilise, facilitate and address the concerns of the prospective investors.
This is not new as previous prime ministers also occasionally supervised
foreign investment. But this set-up is somewhat different from previous
such initiatives. It is more result-oriented and time targeted. Also, responding to the complaints of businessmen and investors about harassment by
government functionaries and NAB, a complaint cell has been established
by NAB at PM House to address such issues.
There are multiple and complex issues related to FDI in Pakistan of
which some are under government control, while others are not. With turbulent global political and economic dynamics and uncertainty investors
are holding back and moving out from unsecure markets to secure markets. In case of Pakistan, the situation is exacerbated on account of very
poor ranking in ease and cost of doing business. A unit to bring around
improvement in doing business has also been set up at the PM office.
While the PM has taken a number of initiatives to boost the muchneeded economic growth and investment, the government entities responsible for making the initiative a success remain complacent. It is this
mindset that needs to be changed if some success has to be achieved in
investment and businesses. In this respect, the first government priority
should be to set its house in order. Over the years, gross bad governance
has been institutionalised in all the government sectors which are meant
to serve investors. All government departments tasked to facilitate business and industry are characterised by incompetence, lethargy and vested
interests.
In actual fact, there is no such thing as “one-window facilitation” which
the Board of Investment promises the investor. There are multiple windows
with Bo1 playing the role of a silent spectator. There are over 10 main reg-
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ulators and service providers where the investor is subjected to a test of
patience and endurance. Some investors endure the tiring process while
others just cannot cope with the prevailing system and opt in favour of
other destinations offering an investment-enabling environment.
The Federal Board of Investment (BOI) and the provincial boards of investment have no control nor influence on these entities and more often
than not the objectives and interest of the two are in conflict with each
other. While the performance of the boards of investment is judged by the
amount of investment they mobilise, the regulators have the mindset that
the tougher time they give to the investor the better they are perceived to
be performing. This modus operandi is often driven by the motives of corruption and vested interests. The real challenge for the government is to
convert these investment-repellent bodies into investment facilitators. This
means a drastic management change at these institutions, specially in the
mindset. The main regulators for an investor are SECP, FBR, building control authorities, utilities service providers, environment control authorities,
labour department and similar other bodies. None of these proactively provides the investor any guidance or facilitation; these, in fact, try to complicate matters.
Some cases have recently come to light on this account which show
investors unduly suffering at the hands of SECP, environment departments, building control authorities and others. The NAB unit established
at the PM's office may randomly pick up a few such cases and conduct
fair investigations and make suggestions for plugging the system. Also,
for a business set-up and its operations an investor needs multiple NOCs
from the regulators. A majority of these NOCs are meaningless. The PM's
office must do away with most of these NOCs and instead make the foreign investor self-accountable as is the case in other countries. Needless
to say, more FDI is imperative for rapid economic growth.
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Business

SMEs: An unused
engine of economic
growth
Muhammad Jahangir

Small and Medium Enterprises play an important role in the economic growth
of a country. The SME sector is labour intensive and is generally based on
indigenous raw material. But the sector faces multifarious problems. The
major problem faced by the SME sector is access to capital. A small or
medium business can meet its financing needs through a combination of
debt, primarily bank loans, and cash investment. It is important for a modern
business to keep its cost of capital low in the scheme of its overall economics.
The banking system is averse to lending to SME’s due to a risk-averse
approach that does not adequately weigh in the talent in an enterprise or viability of the business idea or an entrepreneur’s individual credit history. A
nascent business is denied credit, while business history and value of immovable collateral, aided by unfair influence, are prime lending factors; they
favour the mightier capitalists over cash-strapped but capable entrepreneurs.
In effect this often leads to misallocation of credit, in turn creating deadweight
losses and opportunity costs apart from violating the idea of equal opportunity.
In Pakistan an estimated eight million SME’s are currently eligible for
credit, while only 0.5 million of them (6 percent) have any credit facility. As a
result, despite the SBP’s policies’ having struggled to assist SME financing
since 2002, the bank credit to SME’s is only 7-8 percent of a banks’ total lending portfolio to the private sector against SBP’s target of 20 percent, which is
the standard in emerging markets. The meagre nature of credit by international standards is further explained by the fact that the total share of bank
credit in the economy in terms of “credit to GDP ratio” is 16 in Pakistan (20112015), compared to 52 in India and 122 in Singapore. Data suggests that
even that paltry SME financing is disproportionately channelled to medium
rather than small enterprises.
The obvious inference from these statistics is that the overall environment
for private credit is unfavourable and that, too, goes to medium and large enterprises. The banks in the country are not effectively performing their core
function, i.e. channelling depositors’ savings into loans for creditworthy businesses and individuals. Despite extracting a widely known boon from the disproportionate banking spreads-the differential between the borrowing and
lending rates-Pakistani banks are unwilling to support the very economy that
feeds them.
The Musharraf government created a SME Bank in 2004 but the bank
has been unable to come into proper operation due to meagre financial assets, technical capacity, and small loan amounts (about Rs. 0.8 million on
average). During the same period a USAID-supported technical assistance
project was launched involving the National Bank of Pakistan (NBP) but did
not go far in addressing the problem. Then came the economic slump and
macroeconomic indicators fell; a situation that persisted from 2008 to 2013.
Nothing significant has happened since then, except the SBP’s Credit Guar-
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antee Scheme for micro and small businesses, which has not moved the
banking sector yet. It is also true that, on the demand side, a large number
of eligible SME’s stay away from bank credit due to their mistrust of the banks’
intrusive disclosure requirements, complicated paperwork, long processing
times that often transcend the time of need, and religious beliefs about loan
interest. But overall the demand for bank credit on reasonable terms is solid.
While SME’s find securing bank loans hard enough, private investments
are not easy to raise either. In the advanced economies there are very well
functioning private equity and venture capital firms, making both private investment and technical advice available to promising businesses. That organized mechanism of private investment is totally missing in Pakistan.
Although the regulatory framework for private equity and venture capital was
first introduced by the Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan
(SECP) in 1995 and has been revised thrice in 2001, 2008, and most recently
in 2015, the industry is yet to make its mark in any significant manner. As of
now there is virtually no private equity firm in operation signaling a lack of
confidence of investors in regulatory practices and the overall business environment. It is well known in finance literature that investors—both local and
foreign—take a lead from the bank lending in deciding to invest apart from
the financial space that the credit provides in structuring business finance.
The aforementioned low share of Pakistan’s bank credit in the economy partially explains the reluctance of investors to invest. A viable way to mitigate
SMEs’ finance problem would be to form a business partnership which is an
excellent mechanism to raise or enhance early and mid-stage capital, distribute failure risk, and add to management capacity when right partnerships
are forged. However, there are peculiar inhibiting factors that discourage such
alliances in Pakistan, which mostly lead to business failures when forged.
The foremost barrier is a high risk of business failure creating a stressful environment in the business operations and cash flows. The other is prohibitive
business dispute costs which stems from the absence of viable dispute resolution mechanisms. The third is the lack of an entrepreneurial culture that
could promote partnerships through taking risk and entrusting resources.
Many rich people, particularly in rural areas, view business as a way to
show off wealth and cultivate power and prestige rather than as a value creation tool. The partnerships are therefore discouraged by economic, legal
and cultural barriers. In view of this situation, entrepreneurs are left with very
limited financing options to start a business; primarily through personal and
family and friends’ savings. While this funding is often enough as early stage
capital, in most cases the capital doesn’t take the businesses far as the
growth capital is more challenging to raise.
Consequently, either the business has to settle with limited growth, or
close altogether when additional investment or business growth is crucial to
survival beyond the early stage.
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Your View
Cricket disaster

PhD faculty
IT is surprising that more than 60 universities, mostly private, have less

PAKISTAN’S cricket team prides itself on being number one

than 50 PhD teachers. Among these, more than 30 universities have even

in the world in T20 ranking, but it displayed deplorable per-

less than 10 PhD teachers. This is really an alarming situation and a ques-

formance against South Africa in two test matches. Pakistan

tion mark on the quality of higher education in Pakistan. On the other

has lost the test series and there are fears that we face a

hand, a number of PhDs are unemployed and in search of jobs. There are

whitewash. The dismal performance is a gruesome reminder

many others who are being exploited by private universities by hiring them

of the fact that while we may be the top ranked team in T-20,

at low salaries. Even some PhDs are teaching in schools. University is a

we are novices in test matches. Someone should tell them

place where new knowledge emerges and grows. I fail to understand how

that test cricket is far more important than the T-20 format.

come a university may have such low number of PhDs. Most universities

The team has lost two test series within a space of a month

ask these PhDs only to give lectures. There is very little or no research at

which is something to be concerned about. We cannot win

all. The Higher Education Commission and authorities concerned should

test series in countries with characteristic bouncy pitches un-

take immediate action in this regard and convert status of all such universi-

less our batsmen learn how to play pace bowlers. Their poor

ties having less than 50 PhDs to degree-awarding institutions. This action

performance further reinforces the perception that Pakistan

has to be taken urgently to save the career of students who are getting

is yet to recover from the retirement of Younis Khan and Mis-

sub-standard higher education. This will also set a minimum criterion to

bahul Haq. As a cricket lover I hope the recent defeats won’t

have a charter of a university; qualified faculty is the foremost parameter in

go unnoticed and the players taken to task.

this regard. Moreover, a minimum salary for teachers having a doctorate
needs to be fixed for private universities to avoid their exploitation. This will

Naqeeb Hussain
Parachinar

help manage employment issue of the PhD faculty. It will also help enhance standards of higher education by maintaining the student-teacher
ratio and develop a research culture in the country.
Dr. Saba Riaz

Mainstreaming clerics and
seminary students

Faisalabad
THE retrogression of our clerics and seminary students from the
mainstream in society is an issue that needs society’s notice.

Unemployed engineers

Our clerics and seminary students are not contributing in propor-

THE chronic issue of unemployment among engineers is getting

tion to their numerical strength in the country’s socio-economic,

worse day by day. Though there are several reasons behind this

political and intellectual development. For instance, their num-

issue, the main reason for this is related to our industries. There are

bers in the military and civil bureaucracies are at a minimum be-

no such industries which offer job opportunities to fresh engineers as

cause of their ostrich-like approach towards life,

the country is not fully industrialised. Such industries are not inter-

They should follow the example of the Holy Prophet (PBUH) and

ested in hiring fresh engineers. Industrialists, who are new in engi-

make him their role model. The Holy Prophet (PBUH) led by ex-

neering field, lack resources like machinery, equipments, etc.

ample as he was a trader, teacher, military leader and a strategist

Another issue is if our industry hires inexperienced engineers, then
they employ only those who are foreign qualified instead of engineers
having a local degree. They do not realise that not all can afford to
study in foreign universities. The government, on the one hand, is not
offering enough jobs to fresh engineers and, on the other hand, when
it is recruiting engineers, it ignores merit Unemployment among fresh

and imparted religious teaching. In our society a police constable
is better off than a religious leader in terms of monetary remuneration and job security. Our religious leaders are also to blame for
the imbroglio. To make matters worse, seminary students and religious leaders have for the most part not adapted modern con-

engineers can be resolved if there are training sessions for aware-

veniences particularly in the realm of information technology If

ness, telling engineers how to work within industries. Such trainings

they are to stay relevant in the 21st century they should equip

will be helpful only if government takes initiatives and hires them on

themselves with the requisite skills, which is through knowledge

merit. With some mega government projects like CPEC, there should

of computers and science besides tolerance for others’ view-

be jobs for fresh engineers, but, sadly, there are no such opportuni-

points. The government and civil society should devise a holistic

ties for them. It will boost the confidence of fresh graduates if they

approach for bringing seminary students and clerics into the

are provided an opportunity to work along experienced engineers.
Farooque Adil
Karachi
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mainstream of society. The sooner this happens, the better.
Imtiaz Ahmad
Mardan
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Pterosaurs may have been covered
in fur and primitive feathers

Macaques take turns
while chattering

Carolyn Gramling

Katie Brown

Think of pterosaurs, the
flying reptiles that were
distant cousins to the dinosaurs, and you may
imagine a fearsome,
leathery, winged creature. But new fossil evidence suggests at least
some pterosaurs were
soft and fluffy, covered in
a diverse array of fibrous
structures including possible precursors of feathers, scientists report in Nature Ecology & Evolution.
The discovery adds to a growing body of evidence that featherlike structures
may have been more common during the time of the dinosaurs than once
thought. Researchers led by paleontologist Zixiao Yang of Nanjing University
in China identified four types of filaments called pycnofibers on two fossil
pterosaur specimens, both dated to around 165 million to 160 million years
ago. One of the pycnofiber types was a single, smooth, filament that covered
the bodies of both animals and may have kept them warm, like fur. The other
three types, however, all showed branching structures extending out from a
central filament — a key feature of feathers, the researchers say.
Scientists identified four distinct types of fibers preserved with a pterosaur
fossil. One type (green) was a single, smooth fiber that covered much of the
animal’s body, and may have resembled fur. The other fibers (brown, red and
blue) appear more featherlike, with branching structures springing from different parts of a central fiber. Those fibers were found only on certain parts
of the specimen’s body, such as the head, wings or tail.
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When polite people talk, they take
turns speaking and adjust the timing of their responses on the fly. So
do wild macaques, a team of
Japanese ethologists reports.
Analysis of 20-minute vocal exchanges involving 15 adult female Japanese macaques (Macaca fuscata) revealed that the monkeys altered their conversational pauses depending on
how quickly others answered, the researchers report in a study. It’s unclear
whether the monkeys were actually talking in any way analogous to how humans converse. While macaques have the vocal equipment to form humanlike
words, their brains are unable to transform that vocal potential into human talk.
The primates instead communicate in grunts, coos and other similar sounds.
But the length of pauses between those grunts and coos closely match the
length of pauses in human chats, says coauthor Noriko Katsu of the University of Tokyo. The researchers analyzed 64 vocal exchanges, called
bouts, between at least two monkeys that were recorded between April and
October 2012 at the Iwatayama Monkey Park in Kyoto, Japan. The team
found that the median length of time between the end of one monkey’s calls
and the beginning of another’s was 250 milliseconds — similar to the average 200 milliseconds in conversational pause time between humans.
That makes the macaques’ gaps between turns in chattering one of the
shortest call-and-response pauses yet measured in nonhuman primates.
The quick response time suggests the macaques are not calling out in
habit, but are taking turns and coordinating their vocalizations, says Isaac
David Schamberg, a primatologist at Harvard University who was not involved in the study. “Monkey vocalizations are not static and automatic;
they’re dynamic and conversational,” Schamberg says.
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Health

Kidney disease risk tied to sugar-sweetened drinks
Steven Reinberg
People who drink lots of sugar-sweetened drinks may be putting themselves at a heightened risk for kidney disease, a new study suggests. The
study of more than 3,000 black men and women in Mississippi found that
those who consumed the most soda, sweetened fruit drinks and water had
a 61 percent increased risk of developing chronic kidney disease. That
water was included in the increased risk surprised the researchers. It's possible, however, that participants reported drinking a variety of types of water,
including flavored and sweetened water. Unfortunately, that information was
not included in the Jackson Heart Study, which was used for the project.
Specifically, the researchers looked at beverage consumption as reported
in a questionnaire given at the start of the study in 2000 to 2004. Participants were followed from 2009 to 2013. “There is a lack of comprehensive
information on the health implications of the wide range of beverage options that are available in the food supply,” said lead study author Casey
Rebholz, an epidemiologist at the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of
Public Health in Baltimore. "In particular, there is limited information on
which types of beverages and patterns of beverages are associated with
kidney disease risk in particular," she added.
And while the study found an association between sugary drink consumption and kidney disease, it couldn't prove a cause-and-effect relationship.
The study findings were published in the Clinical Journal of the American
Society of Nephrology. In an accompanying journal editorial, Dr. Holly
Kramer and David Shoham of Loyola University in Chicago said the findings had public health implications.

Although a few U.S. cities have reduced consumption of sugar-sweetened
beverages by imposing taxes on them, others have resisted these efforts,
the editorial noted. "This cultural resistance to reducing sugar-sweetened
beverage consumption can be compared to the cultural resistance to smoking cessation during the 1960s after the Surgeon General report was released. During the 1960s, tobacco use was viewed as a social choice and
not a medical or social public health problem," Kramer and Shoham wrote.
In another editorial, a kidney disease patient, Duane Sunwold, said he
changed his eating and drinking habits to put his disease in remission.
He's a chef who offers recommendations to other kidney disease patients
who are seeking to cut back on sugar-sweetened drinks.

Why birthmarks should be treated quickly
Robert Preidt
For common birthmarks, doctors should abandon the traditional wait-andsee approach, a leading group of pediatricians says. Instead, physicians
should try to identify those that could cause scarring or medical problems
and begin immediate treatment, according to a new American Academy
of Pediatrics guideline. Infantile hemangiomas are bright red or bruiselike birthmarks that appear shortly after a baby is born. They're caused
by extra blood vessels and appear on up to 5 percent of infants. "The traditional approach to infantile hemangiomas was very hands-off, since
most begin to go away on their own without causing problems," Dr. Ilona
Frieden said in an academy news release.
"But for some hemangiomas, waiting until they cause problems misses
a critical window of opportunity for treatments that can prevent significant
complications such as permanent scarring, skin breakdown, or medical
problems," added Frieden, vice chair of the subcommittee that created
the new guideline. These are the most common noncancerous tumors in
children and are usually harmless. They may look like rubbery, bumpy
red strawberry marks, or may resemble bruised swelling.
However, early identification and monitoring is essential in case treatment
is required to prevent medical complications or permanent disfigurement,
the guideline says. It appeared in the journal Pediatrics. Hemangiomas located on certain parts of the body are more likely to become open sores,
bleed, become infected and scar. Those near the eyes, nose or mouth may
affect a child's ability to see, eat or breathe, according to the medical group.
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Large hemangiomas on the nose or lips can distort growth. In rare cases,
hemangiomas may grow inside the body and need to be monitored with
imaging tests, the doctors said. It's best to treat problematic hemangiomas by one month of age. "The goal is to keep them from getting any
bigger during their period of rapid growth, or to make them shrink more
quickly," said Dr. Daniel Krowchuk, chair of the clinical practice guideline
subcommittee. The recommended treatment is the beta blocker medication propranolol. Other options include oral steroids, topical medications
or surgery, according to the guideline.
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All Is True

Second Act

Peter Bradshaw

Beth Webb

Ben Elton has written a sweetnatured, melancholy film about
the retirement years of someone
he’s lately been turning into his
specialist
subject:
William
Shakespeare. The great poet is
played here with genial sympathy by the film’s director, Kenneth Branagh, sporting a pretty outrageous false nose. Judi Dench is
his wife Anne Hathaway, wearied into resilient impassivity by grief, the
unfairness of life and an awful secret. Ian McKellen has a colossal,
emphatically wigged cameo as the ageing Earl of Southampton.

All Is True is sentimental, theatrical, likable – and unfashionable.
There’s a cheekily imagined backstory for Shakespeare’s famous
“second-best bed”. It doesn’t go for grand gestures or big subversive
laughs, like John Madden’s romance Shakespeare In Love (1998) or
Roland Emmerich’s Shakespeare-was-a-fraud caper Anonymous
(2011), or in fact Elton’s own rather brilliant and under-recognised TV
Bardcom Upstart Crow which features David Mitchell as Shakespeare,
Liza Tarbuck as Anne Hathaway and Helen Monks as his stroppy
daughter Susanna. Upstart Crow boldly tackled the death of Shakespeare’s son Hamnet at the age of 11 and Elton reopens that wound
now, making it the emotional centre of his film. There are certain structural similarities between All Is True and Upstart Crow, although
William and Anne are more muted and autumnal here. The stroppiness of the daughter – in this case Judith, sister of Susanna – continues unabated, but is repurposed dramatically.

Vice
Andrew Lowry
Imagine beaming back to 2004 and
telling your younger, thinner self that the
guy who made Anchorman would go
on to become one of the most interesting political filmmakers America has
produced in years. His follow-up to The
Big Short, Adam McKay’s Vice, with its sweep and cast of powerful people,
is oddly reminiscent of Oliver Stone’s Nixon, except the tone is far more
amused than that film’s operatic pomp — but in its own way just as angry.

Vice does share some of Nixon’s sprawl, though: it is focused on Dick
Cheney, but also serves as a genealogy of the various mutations of the
American right as it descended from cynical to genuinely ghoulish.
Tellingly, at no point does any political character — and there are a lot to
get your head around — talk about any issue in terms of ethics, morality,
or benefitting people’s lives, with Steve Carell’s Donald Rumsfeld openly
scoffing at the idea as he inducts Cheney into ’70s Washington.
Cheney’s USP as a politician was an extreme form of cynical realpolitik
and a willingness to go to, as he openly called it, the dark side. In one
late-film monologue, he makes a case for this own Magnificent Bastard
status, making that traditional villain’s plea that he alone had the stones
to make the decisions limp liberals couldn’t.
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Jennifer Lopez returns to the
block for Second Act, a rags to
riches romp which, through a
set of delightful twists, ditches
the ruthless career-comedy
shtick for a refreshingly kindhearted caper.As Maya, Lopez
proves that she can be all at once an innovative working class woman
and a convincing, immaculately dressed corporate bigwig. She embraces her background, injecting her street savvy ways into an industry reliant on Silicon Valley shorthand and quickly earning the respect
of her CEO, who pits her against his daughter Zoe (Vanessa Hudgens)
to see who can design a better organic skincare line.
Female rivalries in film feel somewhat outdated today and Second Act
has caught on, wasting no time in evolving Maya and Zoe’s relationship
from competing colleagues into something sweeter. The twists in the
story from here are doused in sentiment, but use Maya’s troubled past
to guide Second Act away from a formulaic battle to the finish line.
The supporting cast only get snatches of screen time but complement
the story nicely; Judd Apatow alumnus Charlyne Yi brings the comedy
as Maya’s vertigo-suffering aid (they work in a skyscraper) and Milo
Ventimiglia, the moustachioed dad from NBC’s This Is Us, channels
that same wholesome energy into Maya’s beau Trey.

Holmes & Watson
Nick De Semlyen
The makers of Holmes & Watson must have thought they
were onto an elementary idea indeed: zany-brained comedy duo
Will Ferrell and John C Reilly,
fronting a film lampooning fiction’s most legendary detectives.
In fact, they landed themselves with a three-pipe problem they’ve been unable to solve. Namely, Sherlock Holmes has to be a genius (that's kind of
his whole deal), but clever is rarely funny (hence the miniscule IQs of Ferrell
and Reilly’s characters in Step Brothers and Talladega Nights: The Ballad
Of Ricky Bobby). 1988 Conan Doyle send-up Without A Clue cracked it by
making Watson the brainbox of the pair; here, however, both of them are
cretins, making their renown throughout the realm, and the fact they’ve
managed to untangle countless previous mysteries, utterly baffling. With
no internal logic or consistency to the main characters, the story flounders
desperately along, relying on random riffs to generate laughter.
The results are a decidedly hit and miss affair. The plot, such as it is, is a
half-hearted head-scratcher involving Ralph Fiennes’ Moriarty (a promising bit of casting that turns out to be a total washout, unless you’re reduced to tears of laughter by jokes), a one-armed tattoo artist (LOL?)
played by Steve Coogan, and the about-to-sail Titanic (in a sequence
that has not a jot of historical accuracy, but does cue up a humdinger of
a cameo).
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Funny Man: Mel Brooks

Roar

Patrick McGilligan

Cecelia Ahern

A deeply textured and compelling biography of
comedy giant Mel Brooks, covering his ragsto-riches life and triumphant career in television, films, and theater, from Patrick
McGilligan, the acclaimed author of Young
Orson: The Years of Luck and Genius on the
Path to Citizen Kane and Alfred Hitchcock: A
Life in Darkness and Light.
Oscar, Emmy, Tony, and Grammy award–winner Mel Brooks was behind (and sometimes in
front the camera too) of some of the most influential comedy hits of our time, including The 2,000 Year Old Man, Get
Smart, The Producers, Blazing Saddles, and Young Frankenstein. But
before this actor, writer, director, comedian, and composer entertained
the world, his first audience was his family. The fourth and last child of
Max and Kitty Kaminsky, Mel Brooks was born on his family’s kitchen
table in Brooklyn, New York, in 1926, and was not quite three-years-old
when his father died of tuberculosis. Growing up in a household too poor
to own a radio, Mel was short and homely, a mischievous child whose
birth role was to make the family laugh.
Beyond boyhood, after transforming himself into Mel Brooks, the laughs that
came easily inside the Kaminsky family proved more elusive. His lifelong
crusade to transform himself into a brand name of popular humor is at the
center of master biographer Patrick McGilligan’s Funny Man. In this exhaustively researched and wonderfully novelistic look at Brooks’ personal and
professional life, McGilligan lays bare the strengths and drawbacks that
shaped Brooks’ psychology, his willpower, his persona, and his comedy.

Confessions of a Rogue Nuclear Regulator
Gregory B. Jaczko
Greg Jaczko never planned things to turn
out this way. A Birkenstocks-wearing
physics PhD, he had never heard of the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
when he came to Washington and—
thanks to the determination of a powerful
senator—found himself at the agency’s
head. He felt like Dorothy invited behind
the curtain at Oz.
The problem was that Jaczko wasn’t the
kind of leader the NRC had seen before:
he had no ties to the nuclear industry, few
connections in Washington, and no
agenda other than to ensure that nuclear technology was deployed safely.
And so he witnessed what outsiders like him were never meant to see,
including an agency overpowered by the industry it was meant to regulate
and a political system determined to keep it that way. After the shocking
nuclear disaster at Fukushima in Japan, and the American nuclear industry’s refusal to make the changes necessary to prevent a catastrophe
like that from happening here, Jaczko started saying something aloud
that no one else had dared: nuclear power has fatal flaws.
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Have you ever stood at a crossroads, undecided? Have you ever had a moment when
you wanted to roar? From much-loved, international bestseller Cecelia Ahern come stories for all of us: the women who befriend us,
the women who encourage us, the women
who make us brave. From The Woman Who
Slowly Disappeared to The Woman Who Returned and Exchanged her Husband, discover thirty touching, often hilarious, stories
and meet thirty very different women. Each
discovers her strength; each realizes she
holds the power to make a change. Witty, tender, surprising, these keenly observed tales
speak to us all, and capture the moment when we all want to roar.

How to Get Filthy Rich in Rising
Mohsin Hamid
His first two novels established Mohsin Hamid
as a radically inventive storyteller with his finger
on the world’s pulse. How to Get Filthy Rich in
Rising Asia meets that reputation—and exceeds it. the astonishing and riveting tale of a
man’s journey from impoverished rural boy to
corporate tycoon, it steals its shape from the
business self-help books devoured by ambitious youths all over “rising Asia.” It follows its
nameless hero to the sprawling metropolis
where he begins to amass an empire built on
that most fluid, and increasingly scarce, of
goods: water. Yet his heart remains set on
something else, on the pretty girl whose star rises along with his, their paths
crossing and recrossing, a lifelong affair sparked and snuffed and sparked
again by the forces that careen their fates along.

Sleeping Beauties
Stephen King
All around the world, something is happening
to women when they fall asleep; they become
shrouded in a cocoon-like gauze. If awakened,
if the gauze wrapping their bodies is disturbed,
the women become feral and spectacularly violent. In the small town of Dooling, West Virginia, the virus is spreading through a women's
prison, affecting all the inmates except one.
Soon, word spreads about the mysterious Evie,
who seems able to sleep - and wake. Is she a
medical anomaly or a demon to be slain? The abandoned men, left to
their increasingly primal devices, are fighting each other, while Dooling's
Sheriff, Lila Norcross, is just fighting to stay awake. And the sleeping
women are about to open their eyes to a new world altogether...
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Horoscope

Aries (Mar 21-Apr 19)

Leo (Jul 23-Aug 22)

Sagittarius (Nov 22-Dec 21)

Don't let others know about your private affairs. You may be able to get some good advice about your personal problems. You can
have a working relationship with children if
you exercise patience and understanding of
the dilemmas they face. Be careful while
traveling. Your lucky day this week will be
Saturday.

Romance could be exciting if you are spontaneous. You are best to deal with those outside your family. Eliminate situations that are
no longer to your advantage. Don't be too
eager to dismiss someone who works under
you. Your lucky day this week will be Saturday.

Emotional upset at work will set you back.
Be prepared to take advantage of your good
fortune. Be careful while traveling. Your boss
may not be in the best of moods this week.
Your lucky day this week will be Saturday.

Taurus (Apr 20-May 20)

Virgo (Aug 23-Sep 22)

Capricorn (Dec 22-Jan 19)

Take time to deal with authority figures or
government agencies. Your stubbornness
coupled with your mate's jealousy don't
make for a favorable time. You can make
money if you work on personal investments.
Opportunities for romance will develop
through activities with large groups. Your
lucky day this week will be Tuesday.

Be firm when dealing with matters pertaining
to your environment. Avoid any gossip and
be careful that you aren't misinterpreted. You
should be putting in some overtime. Secret
affairs may be tempting. Your lucky day this
week will be Sunday.

Don't be critical or overly opinionated with dislikes;
it could cause disapproval and unwanted opposition. Don't volunteer private information about
yourself unless you're prepared to be talked about
behind your back. Be diplomatic and honest, and
that person will only be made to look bad. You are
best to be accommodating for the time being.
Sudden romantic infatuations won't be lasting.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

Libra (Sep 23-Oct 22)

Aquarius (Jan 20-Feb 18)

You may have difficulty trying to get your
mate to understand your position. You're on
the right track and you can make money if
you are willing to go out on a limb. Debates
will stifle passion and result in estrangement.
You need to take some time out to decide
what you want to do. Your lucky day this
week will be Wednesday.

You need to take a long, hard look at yourself
and your personal situation. Do your best, but
don't make too many promises or you may exhaust yourself. You may be overreacting to personal problems. Your creative ideas will be put
to good use if you dig in and do things around
the house that will make your family happy.
Your lucky day this week will be Tuesday.

Try to enlist the help of those you trust in
order to fulfill the demands being made of
you. Look into alternate means of sup porting your financial burdens. Your bankbook
will suffer and your restrictions will put a
damper on your relationship. Luck is with
you, regardless of the financial venture. Your
lucky day this week will be Tuesday.

Cancer (Jun 21-Jul 22)

Scorpio (Oct 23-Nov 23)

Pisces (Feb 19-Mar 20)

You need an outlet that will not only stimulate
you but also challenge your intelligence as well.
It will do you some good. Plan to visit friends or
relatives. Don't get involved in secret affairs or
underhanded involvement's. Your lucky day
this week will be Thursday.

Pleasure trips will be favorable and bring
about possible romance. Any capricious behavior will confuse loved ones and your
mood swings will result in loneliness. Now is
the time for completing hobbies that you've
been working on for a long time. You'll find
travel or involvement in large groups gratifying. Your lucky day this week will be Sunday.

Such over indulgence due to emotional
upset will be your downfall. Friends from
your past may come back into your life. Entertainment should include sports events or
physical activities. Don't hesitate to enlist the
aid of friends or family if you have a big project to finish in your domestic environment.
Your lucky day this week will be Wednesday.
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